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Piezoelectric properties of 3- X periodic Pb „ZrxTi1Àx…O3 –polymer
composites
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The piezoelectric properties of lead zirconate titanate~PZT!–polymer composites were studied as a
function of composition and phase connectivity. PZT skeletal structures were fabricated by robotic
deposition, densified at 1275 °C, and subsequently infiltrated with epoxy to produce the desired
PZT–polymer composites. These 3-X structures consisted of a three-dimensional lattice of PZT rods
~3–3! embedded in a polymer matrix, a PZT lattice/polymer matrix capped with PZT face plates
~3–2!, or PZT lattice/polymer matrix capped with PZT face plates and encircled by a solid PZT ring
~3–1!. The PZT:polymer ratio was varied systematically by changing the lattice~rod! spacing in
each composite architecture. The concentration of PZT pillars, which formed along the poling
direction at the intersections between PZT rods, varied as the PZT volume fraction squared. These
3-X composites displayed enhanced hydrostatic figures of merit relative to monolithic PZT due to
stress concentration in the PZT pillars and their dramatically reduced dielectric constant, with the
highest values found for the 3–2 and 3–1 composites. Our experimental observations were
compared to theoretical predictions based on an isostrain, unit cell model modified to account for the
partial support of stress in the stiff epoxy phase. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lead zirconate titanate~PZT!–polymer composites ar
widely used in hydrophone and ultrasonic imagi
applications.1–4 Their superior performance over monolith
PZT stems from the connectivity1,5,6 and macrosymmetry1 of
stiff, high permittivity PZT elements in a compliant, low
permittivitty polymer matrix. Such structures are designed
redirect the stress and flux patterns into the continuous P
phase~or pillars! aligned along the poling direction. Th
presence of the polymer phase not only promotes this,
simultaneously reduces the dielectric constant and den
thereby enhancing the voltage output and lowering its aco
tic impedance, respectively. The largest hydrostatic figure
merit for simple, diphasic PZT-polymer composites2 have
been obtained with 3-X type structures~i.e., 3–3,7–9 3–2,10

and 3–110,11!, where the first number represents the PZT c
nectivity and the latter the polymer connectivity.

3-X type PZT-polymer composites were original
formed by creating skeletal ceramic structures using a
plamine process7 and later by volatilizing fugitive specie
from a powder compact,8,9 partial sintering,12 and infiltrating
polymer foam as templates.13 Such techniques resulted i
poorly controlled composite architectures with tortuous,

a!Electronic mail: jalewis@uiuc.edu
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terpentrating PZT, and polymer networks. More recen
PZT structures have been formed by drilling holes in P
blocks,10 extrusion,11,14 lamination of tape-cast layers,15 and
manually stacking sintered PZT bars.16 While these tech-
niques offer improved control over the composite archit
ture, they are laborious and limited to certain designs.

Direct-write techniques17–29 offer a facile route for pro-
ducing complex three-dimensional structures required for
ezoelectric composite applications. Here, we demonst
this approach by fabricating a broad array of 3-X composites
via a robotic deposition technique known as robocasting.23,24

Concentrated colloidal inks were used to directly assem
PZT skeletal structures with self-supporting spanning e
ments and continuous features such as solid face plates
rings. We present a systematic study of the dielectric a
piezoelectric properties as a function of PZT: polymer ra
and architecture for composites produced by this direct-w
approach. Our experimental observations were compare
theoretical predictions based on an isostrain model that
modified to account for the partial support of stress in
stiff epoxy phase. The addition of solid face plate and ri
elements was shown to enhance the performance of t
thin ~;1 mm! composite structures by mitigating nonunifo
mities in their surface displacement.30,31
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Materials system

The piezoelectric phase was produced from a lead
conate titanate powder, PZT–5H~Morgan Matroc Inc., Elec-
tro Ceramics Division, Bedford, OH!. The PZT powder had
an average particle diameter of 0.67mm, a density of 7.6
g/cm3, a specific surface area of 1.86 m2/g, and;0.3 wt %
poly~acrylic acid! preadsorbed as a dispersant. A vinylcyc
hexene dioxide epoxy~Spurrs Epoxy, Polysciences Inc
Warrington, PA! served as the passive polymer phase. C
centrated colloidal gel-based inks were formulated by s
pending the as-received PZT particles in an aqueous solu
of 0.5 wt % cellulose~Methocel F4M, Dow Chemical Co.
Midland, MI! at pH;9. Upon decreasing the inkpH;6.5
through titration using a 1 M HNO3 solution, an attractive
particle network formed via colloidal gelation.32–37 Further
details regarding ink design and rheological properties
provided in Smayet al.38

B. Robotic deposition of PZT-polymer composites

PZT-polymer composites were fabricated by first asse
bling PZT skeletal structures by robocasting, followed
sintering and infiltration with the polymer. This direct-writ
technique employed an ink delivery system mounted o
z-axis motion stage for agile printing onto a movingx-y
stage. A custom-designed, computer-aided direct-write p
gram ~RoboCAD 2.0! allowed for the construction of com
plex, three-dimensional architectures in a layer-by-la
deposition scheme. Any conceivable 2D pattern may
printed within a layer, which then serves as a platform for
deposition of subsequent layers. The layers had a finite th
ness (Dz50.82D) defined by the height change of the dep
sition nozzle from layer to layer. The cross-sectional area
the deposited rods was determined by the nozzle diam
(D5200mm). For these composites, lattice structures w
assembled by depositing periodic arrays of rods of vary
spacing in each layer with a 90° rotation between layers

The PZT skeletal structures were dried for 20 min in
70 °C oven followed by bisque firing at 700 °C for 1 h. Upo
cooling, the skeletons were placed on a PZT setter pl
enclosed in an alumina crucible with a PZT powder bed
atmosphere control, and sintered at 1275 °C for 2 h. Th
sintered density was evaluated by the Archimides metho39

Infiltration of these PZT lattices was accomplished by i
mersing them in a pool of epoxy resin under light vacuum
promote removal of entrained air from the lattice interi
The vacuum was removed and the epoxy was allowed
cure overnight at 70 °C.

Schematic illustrations of 3–3, 3–2, and 3–1 PZT sk
etal structures are shown in Fig. 1, with a wedge sha
cutout to reveal their interior structure. The 3–3 compos
consisted of a ten-layer PZT lattice where each layer w
deposited as an array of parallel rods inside a circular pe
eter ring. After sintering and polymer infiltration, the perim
eter ring was removed by grinding. The 3–2 composites c
sisted of a 14-layer design where two extra layers w
added both beneath and on top of a ten-layer lattice struc
These extra layers consisted of a concentric PZT disk, r
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ally filled transition region that allowed for polymer infiltra
tion, and a perimeter ring. After sintering and polymer infi
tration, the ring and transition region were removed
grinding, leaving behind a lattice sandwiched between f
plates of PZT. The 3–1 composites were formed with
same scheme as 3–2 composites, but the perimeter ring
transition region were left intact. The PZT volume fractio
(fPZT) in the lattice region of each structure is proportion
to the ratio of rod diameter~D! to spacing~L!. For 3–3
composites,L was varied from 300 to 1200mm resulting in
fPZT from 0.17 to 0.70. For the 3–2 and 3–1 compositesL
was varied from 350 to 750mm yielding fPZT from 0.28 to
0.60. In addition to composite structures, monolith
PZT–5H disks were fabricated by robocasting and by c
isostatic pressing~CIP! at 200 MPa, which served as
benchmark for the observed behavior.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of~a! 3–3, ~b! 3–2, and~c! 3–1 PZT skel-
etons with a cutout section to reveal the internal structure. The 3–3 and
skeletons are illustrated without the PZT ring that aided in handling
green structures.
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C. Characterization of PZT–polymer composites

Both PZT–polymer composites and monolithic PZ
disks were polished and electroded by gold sputtering.
samples were poled at 25 kV/cm for 30 min at room te
perature followed by short circuiting for 1 h to accelerate
aging. The dielectric constant (K3) and tand of the compos-
ites and solid disks were measured with an impedance
lyzer ~HP 4284A precision LCR meter, Yakogama-Hewle
Packard, Tokyo, Japan! at a frequency of 1 kHz and field
strength of 1 V/mm. The piezoelectricd33 coefficient was
measured with a Berlincourt meter~Model CPDT3300,
Channel Industries Inc., Santa Barbara, CA! using hemi-
spherical contacts. Several readings were taken across
composite surface and the values were averaged. Finally
hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficient (dh) was characterized
by a low frequency oscillatory pressure technique. T
samples were immersed in pressure transfer fluid~Isopar H!
and a 0.76 MPa~110 psi! offset pressure applied. The pre
sure was then cycled at 0.2 Hz from 0.76 to 0.62 MPa~90
psi! and the current output of the test sample was compa
to a standard, yielding the hydrostatic piezoelectric coe
cient.

III. MODELING OF 3-X PZT–POLYMER COMPOSITES

The improved hydrostatic performance of 3-X type com-
posites relative to bulk PZT has been attributed to t
factors:1,5–10,30,31,40–46~1! stress concentration in the sti
PZT phase resulting in a highd33 coefficient despite the re
duction in fPZT and ~2! reduction of the dielectric constan
with decreasingfPZT. Parallel and series mixing rules fo
compliance, permittivity, and piezoelectric constant ha
been invoked to explain the behavior of 3–3 composites
an isostrain, unit cell model.5,7,8 The isostrain condition as
sumes that equivalent deflections occur in both the PZT
polymer phases connected in parallel. In the unit-cell ba
approach,9,44–46 the PZT phase is represented by a unit c
of three orthogonal bars joined at a common intersect
Previously,7–9,44the role of the polymer phase was neglect
by assuming that only the PZT pillars support stress.
though this assumption appears reasonable for thick sam
with a very compliant polymer phase, it may not be app
priate for thin composites with a relatively stiff epoxy. W
therefore modified the 3-X models to include polymer stiff-
ness. The materials properties listed in Table I are incor
rated into Eqs.~1!–~13! and the dielectric and piezoelectr
properties calculated as a function offPZT. A comparison
between these predicted values and those obtained ex
mentally is presented in the next section.

TABLE I. Materials parameters.

s33

(10212 Pa21)
s11

(10212 Pa21)
d33

(10212 pC/N)
d31

(10212 pC/N) K3

PZT 18 16 593 2274 3400
Epoxy 143 143 0 0 4
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A. 3–3 unit-cell model

The lattice portion of the PZT–polymer composites c
be represented with a simple unit cell as shown in Fig.
Here, the lattice rods have been idealized as rectang
beams connected at a lap joint. The width and height of
beams~D! are considered equivalent to the diameter of
rods in the real lattice structure, such that the total heigh
the unit cell is 2D. The length of the beams is defined by th
lattice spacing~L! and therefore the PZT volume fraction
D/L. During poling, the high permittivity pillars of PZT
formed at the junctions of the lattice rods collect the elec
flux and therefore are the only piezoelectric elements in
unit cell. The remaining unpoled PZT acts as struts that
terconnect the pillars.

When a hydrostatic stress is applied to the unit cell,
piezoelectric response can be modeled by linear superp
tion of the contributions from stress applied in the longitu
nal ~z! and lateral~x and y! directions. The unit cell is di-
vided into the subunits indicated in Fig. 2 for stress in thz
direction. These sections are analyzed with the series mix
rules1 listed in Table II, where the appended subscript A
fers to PZT properties and B refers to polymer properti
The numerical subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to thex, y, andz

FIG. 2. Unit cell representing the key components of the 3–3 compo
~i.e., polymer, PZT struts, and PZT pillars! and subdivision scheme for stres
in the x, y, or z direction.

TABLE II. Iso-strain mixing rules.

Property Series Paralle

s̄n5fAsA
n1fBsB

n n51 n521

K̄n5fAKB
n1fBKB

n n521 n51

d̄335
fAd33,AK3,B

m s33,B
n 1fBd33,BK3,A

m s33,A
n

fAK3,B
m s33,B

n 1fBK3,A
m s33,A

n

m51
n50

m50
n51

d̄315S fAd31,A

K3,A
n s11,A

n 1
fBd31,B

K3,B
n s11,B

n D s̄11
n K̄3

n
n51 n50
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directions, respectively. The subunits are then mathem
cally reassembled with the parallel mixing rules1 in Table II
to predict the response of the composite.

Systematic application of the mixing rules leads to E
~1! for d̄33:
n
he
a
a-
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d̄335d33,PZTfPZT
2 s̄33

s33,b
, ~1!

where the composite compliance (s̄33) is given by
s̄335
s33,gs33,as33,b

fpoly
2 s33,bs33,g1fPZT

2 s33,as33,g12~fPZTfpoly!s33,as33,b
, ~2!
ame
f

d
n-

ed
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e the
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where s33,a5s33,poly, s33,b5s33,PZT, s33,g50.5(s33,poly

1s11,PZT), and fpoly is the polymer volume fraction (51
2fPZT). Application of the mixing rules for permittivity
leads to the composite dielectric constant (K̄3) as given by:

K̄35fpoly
2 K3,a1fPZT

2 K3,b12~fPZTfploy!K3,g ~3!

where K3,a5K3,poly, K3,b5K3,PZT, and K3,g

52(K1,PZTK3,poly)/(K1,PZT1K3,poly).
When stress is applied in the lateral direction, the u

cell is divided, as indicated in Fig. 2. The symmetry of t
unit cell requires only one direction to be derived. Applic
tion of the appropriate mixing rules followed by recombin
tion of the unit cell yields thed̄31 coefficient for the compos
ite given by

d̄315
1

2
d31,PZTfPZT

2 S 1

s11,b
1

1

s11,g
D s̄11, ~4!

where the lateral compliance (s̄11) is

s̄115
2s11,as11,bs11,g

fpolys11,bs11,g1fPZTs11,as11,g1s11,as11,b
~5!

wheres11,a5s11,poly, s11,b5s11,PZT, ands11,g5(fPZTs11,PZT

1fpolys11,poly). The hydrostatic piezoelectric coefficien
(d̄h) is calculated by summing the longitudinal and late
contributions as given by:

d̄h5d̄3312d̄31. ~6!

As with the previous models,9,44,46 assumptions of an infi-
nitely compliant polymer results ind̄33'd33,PZT and d̄31

'fPZTd31,PZT so thatd̄h'd̄33 for small fPZT.

B. 3–2 model

The unit cell for the 3–2 and 3–1 composites is sho
in Fig. 3. The lattice portion of this unit cell is defined wit
the same parameters used for the 3–3 structure. A thin
plate has been attached, whose thickness~t! is defined by the
ratio of plate thickness to lattice thickness for entire comp
ite structure~e.g., see Fig. 3!. The plate is assumed to consi
of islands of poled PZT directly above the pillars in the u
derlying lattice due to its series connection with the polym
phase in all other regions.

The 3–2 unit cell is modeled by systematic applicati
of the mixing rules. For stress in the longitudinal directio
it

-

l

n

T

-

-
r

,

the piezoelectric constant and compliance are of the s
form as Eqs.~1! and ~2!, respectively. The compliance o
sectionsa andg, are given by

s33,a5f lattices33,poly1fplates33,PZT, ~7!

and

s33,g5~0.5f lattice1fplate!s11,PZT10.5f lattices33,poly, ~8!

wheref lattice is the volume fraction of the lattice portion an
fplate is the volume fraction of the plate. The dielectric co
stant takes the same form as Eq.~3! and the plate has little
effect on the permittivity of sectionsA andC because of the
series connection with the polymer.

For stress in the lateral direction, the unit cell is divid
into five sections for mathematical convenience, as show
Fig. 3. Thed̄31 coefficient takes the same form as Eq.~4!,
however the lateral compliance (s̄11) is given by

FIG. 3. 3–2 unit cell is a modification of the 3–3 unit cell~see Fig. 2! where
the face plates are added as a thin slab of PZT with poled islands abov
pillars. The subdivisions for stress in thex, y, or z direction are also shown
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s̄115
s11,as11,bs11,g

fas11,bs11,g1~fb1fw!s11,as11,g1~fg1fd!s11,as11,b
, ~9!
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where the compliance coefficients are the same as in Eq.~5!,
fa50.5f latticefpoly , (fb1fw)50.5f latticefPZT1fplate, and
(fb1fw)50.5f lattice. Thus, the PZT plate stiffens the com
posite in the lateral direction and reduces the magnitude
d̄31 by shielding the lattice region from stress. Rig
electrodes40 or transverse reinforcement of the polymer
glass fibers42 have been shown to result in similar later
stress shielding in 1–3 composites.

C. 3–1 model

The 3–1 structure consists of three concentric sectio
~1! the solid PZT ring,~2! the transition region, and~3! the
3–2 disk in the center with volume fractionsf ring , f trans,
f
th
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s:

and fdisk, respectively. To avoid more complexity in th
model, we assume the properties of the transition region
the same as a 3–3 lattice of similar composition. Therefo
when a longitudinal stress is applied,d̄33 is given by

d̄335S f ringd33,PZT

s33,PZT
1

f transd33,trans

s33,trans
1

fdiskd33,disk

s33,disk
D s̄33,

~10!

wheres33,transand s33,disk are the compliances of equivalen
3–3 and 3–2 structures, respectively, andd33,transandd33,disk

are the piezoelectric coefficients of equivalent 3–3 and 3
structures, respectively. The longitudinal compliance (s̄33)
and the dielectric constant (K̄33) are given by
s̄335
s33,PZTs33,transs33,disk

f rings33,transs33,disk1f transs33,PZTs33,disk1fdisks33,PZTs33,trans
, ~11!
ds.
all
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K̄35f ringK3,PZT1f transK3,trans1fdiskK3,disk, ~12!

where K3,trans and K3,disk are the dielectric constants o
equivalent 3–3 and 3–2 composites, respectively. In
transverse direction,d̄31 is given by

d̄315f ringd31,PZT1f transd31,trans1fdiskd31,disk, ~13!

whered31,transand d31,disk are the piezoelectric constants
equivalent 3–3 and 3–2 composites, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure of 3- X PZT–polymer composites

Representative 3-X composites produced via directed a
sembly are highlighted in Fig. 4. The top views of the
composites illustrate the differences in their diameter due
removal of the perimeter ring. The cross-sectional views
veal the interior lattice structure present in all 3-X compos-
ites as well as the plate and ring elements contained in
3–2 and 3–1 samples, respectively. These elements wer
timately bonded to the interior structure. Such compos
had afPZT;0.57 within this lattice structure, which corre
sponded to an initial lattice~rod! spacing of 350mm.

Sintered PZT skeletal structures used to fabricate 3
composites are shown in Fig. 5~a! with their perimeter ring
intact. ThefPZT and lattice spacing of each sample~1–8! in
this array are summarized in Table III. The top surface
these PZT skeletal structures are illustrated in Figs. 5~b! and
5~c!, which reveal the high degree of perfection in the P
rod diameter and spacing within each structure. The cro
sectional view shown in Fig. 5~d! reveals the presence o
e

to
-

e
in-
s

3

f

s-

PZT pillars formed by the intersections between ro
Clearly, the PZT phase exhibits excellent connectivity in
three directions. Analogous PZT skeletal structures were p
duced for the 3–2 and 3–1 composites, however, these
not shown since their internal structure is obscured by
presence of the face plate elements.

B. Properties of PZT monoliths and 3- X PZT–polymer
composites

The dielectric constant (K3), piezoelectric constants
(d33 and d31), and electromechanical coupling coefficien
(kP and k31) determined for monolithic PZT disks are re
ported in Table IV. The properties of both robocast~RC! and
cold isostatically pressed~CIP! disks exhibited good agree
ment with the reported properties for bulk PZT,47 with varia-
tions of less than;7% observed. In addition, their tand
values were less than 0.025.

The dielectric constant (K̄3) of the 3-X PZT-polymer
composites is plotted as a functionfPZT in Fig. 6. The bar
notation signifies that this property is an average value
the entire composite.fPZT represents the PZT volume frac
tion within the internal lattice structure rather than the to
PZT content, which would be higher for both the 3–2 a
3–1 composites due to contributions from their face pl
and ring elements, respectively. Each composite architec
displayed a similar monotonic decline of dielectric consta
with decreasingfPZT. The dielectric constant of 3–1 com
posites was consistently higher than that observed for
other structures. Such differences become more noticeab
lower fPZT, where the neglected ring element contribut
significantly to the overall permittivity. The dependence
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the dielectric constant onfPZT predicted using the isostrain
unit-cell models exhibited good agreement with these m
sured data. The dielectric constants for the 3–3 and
composites were lower than expected forfPZT.0.5, which
likely arises from the simplifying assumption of rectangu
PZT rod shape in the unit-cell model.

FIG. 4. Optical images of the top and cross-sectional views of~a! 3–3, ~b!
3–2, and ~c! 3–1 composites after polymer infiltration and machinin
~Note: ThefPZT in the lattice portion is;0.6 for each sample.!
a-
2

r

The longitudinal piezoelectric constant (d̄33) of the 3-X
composites is plotted in Fig. 7 as a function offPZT. There
was a similar reduction ofd̄33 with decreasingfPZT for each
composite architecture studied. Thed̄33 values were higher
for the 3–1 composites relative to the 3–3 composites, w
the 3–2 composites displaying intermediate values. Wh
the predictedd̄33 curves shown in Fig. 7 capture the gene
fPZT dependence, they were consistently higher than
measured data. We attribute such differences to the effec
nonuniform surface deflections. In related work, Cao a
co-workers30,31,43 have shown that the actual displaceme
profile is nonuniform for 2–2 and 1–3 composites, whi
leads to a stress concentration in the PZT pillars that is
nificantly less than predicted under the isostrain assumpt

FIG. 5. Optical images of the densified PZT structures of varying latt
~rod! spacing,~b! and~c! top views of samples 1 and 8, respectively, and~d!
cross-sectional view of sample 6.

TABLE III. Design of 3–3 composites.

Sample
No. Lattice spacing~mm! fPZT

1 232 0.70
2 269 0.60
3 309 0.52
4 346 0.48
5 383 0.43
6 494 0.33
7 579 0.28
8 937 0.17
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This effect was exacerbated for thin composites, such
those studied here.11,41,43Rigid face plates have been show
to mitigate nonuniform surface deflections43 and increase the
efficiency of stress transfer to PZT pillars.40,43Thus, both the
3–2 and 3–1 composites were expected to exhibit impro
stress transfer to the PZT pillars relative to the 3–3 comp
ites, even so their measured values were still less than
dicted by the unit-cell model. Interestingly, thed̄33 values
measured for the 3–1 composites actually matched the
dicted values obtained using the 3–2 model. This obse
tion suggests that the ring element in the 3–1 compos
contributes very little to their measured piezoelectric co
stant, which is perhaps reasonable given that the actual m
surement conditions utilize a point contact to load the str
tures.

The hydrostatic piezoelectric constant (d̄h) for 3-X com-
posites is plotted as a function of PZT volume fraction
Fig. 8. Similar trends were observed for all three compo
architectures, with the 3–1 composites displaying the high
values d̄h at a givenfPZT. It is noteworthy that the 3–3
composites displayed a nearly equivalent~or lower! piezo-
electric response to monolithic PZT over the compositio

FIG. 6. Dielectric constant (K̄3) of 3–3 ~d!, 3–2 ~j!, and 3–1~m! com-

posites as a function of PZT volume fraction (fPZT). The predictedK̄3

values from the iso-strain, unit-cell models are also shown for the 3–3~solid
curve!, 3–2 ~short dashed curve!, and 3–1~long-dashed curve! composites,

respectively. Note, theK̄3 predictions of the 3–3 and 3–2 models are nea
indistinguishable such that the curves overlap. The secondary ordinat
been normalized to the dielectric constant of monolithic PZT.

TABLE IV. Properties of PZT monolithic disks.

K33

d33

~pC/N!
d31

~pC/N! kp k31

PZT disks~RC! 3250 604 2269 20.391 0.670
PZT disks~CIP! 3280 573 2255 20.382 0.645
Reported valuesa 3400 593 2274 20.388 0.650

aSee Ref. 47.
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range studied. The measuredd̄h values for the 3–3 and 3–2
composites were less than predicted due to their lowerd̄33

coefficients. Interestingly, the 3-1 composites exhibit
higher d̄h values than predicted by the 3–1 model. Su
observations imply that under hydrostatic loading thed̄33

coefficient is enhanced, thed̄31 coefficient is diluted, or a
combination of both occurs. A possible explanation for th

as

FIG. 7. Piezoelectric constant (d̄33) of 3–3 ~d!, 3–2 ~j!, and 3–1~m!

composites as a function of PZT volume fraction (fPZT). The predictedd̄33

values from the iso-strain, unit-cell models are also shown for the 3–3~solid
curve!, 3–2 ~short-dashed curve!, and 3–1~long-dashed curve! composites,
respectively. The secondary axis has been normalized to the piezoele
constant of monolithic PZT.

FIG. 8. Hydrostatic piezoelectric constant (d̄h) of 3–3 ~d!, 3–2 ~j!, and
3–1 ~m! composites as a function of PZT volume fraction (fPZT). The

predictedd̄h values from the iso-strain, unit-cell models are also shown
the 3–3 ~solid curve!, 3–2 ~short-dashed curve! and 3–1 ~long-dashed
curve! composites, respectively. The secondary axis has been normaliz
the hydrostatic piezoelectric constant of monolithic PZT.
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stems from lateral stress shielding of the lattice that m
occur in these composites due to presence of the
plates40,43 and the ring element.48 This type of shielding
would lead to a diminishedd̄31 and enhancedd̄h , which is
not accounted for in our unit-cell models.

The hydrostatic figure of merit (d̄hḡh) for these 3-X
composites is plotted as a function offPZT in Fig. 9, which
was calculated usingḡh5d̄h /K̄3«0 , where«0 is the permit-
tivity constant. The 3–1 composites displayed the high
figures of merit with a maximum value of 480
310215 (m2 N21) occurring atfPZT'0.45. Both the 3–1
and 3–2 composites displayed (d̄hḡh) values that exceede
those measured for monolithic PZT by at least an orde
magnitude. Even the 3–3 composites displayed nearly a
fold increase over monolithic PZT over a narrow compo
tional range (fPZT;0.31– 0.45), despite their lowerd̄h val-
ues. These measured values were also lower than the m
predictions, which can be attributed to the effects descri
previously. Note, these 3-X composites exhibited figures o
merit that were comparable to those reported for related P
polymer composites fabricated by alterna
techniques.2,7,13,49

Our directed assembly approach offers a facile met
for fabricating thin 3-X PZT/polymer composites over a wid
compositional range and design space. Our future efforts
focus on further enhancing the performance of PZT-ba
composites. As a straightforward example, composites w
an improved piezoelectric response could be engineere
utilizing a more compliant polymer~e.g., an elastomer!.7,9,41

In fact, given the flexibility of this fabrication method, 3–
PZT-air composites that are fully encapsulated in a rigid P
shell can be assembled. This architecture represents a si

FIG. 9. Hydrostatic figure of merit (d̄hḡh) for 3–3 ~d!, 3–2 ~j!, and 3–1
~m! composites as a function of PZT volume fraction (fPZT). The predicted

d̄h values from the iso-strain, unit-cell models are also shown for the
~solid curve!, 3–2 ~short-dashed curve! and 3–1~long-dashed curve! com-
posites, respectively. The secondary axis has been normalized to the h
static figure of merit of monolithic PZT.
y
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modification of the 3–1 design, in which solid face plat
extend all the way to the outer ring on the top and bott
surfaces. Using the multi-ink capabilities of the robotic dep
sition apparatus, fabrication of PZT-based composites w
compositional variations along rods, between rods, or
tween layers in a given structure is also possible.

V. SUMMARY

3-X PZT-polymer composites were directly assemb
via a robotic deposition technique, known as robocasti
Three types of composite architectures were fabricated
cluding 3–3 PZT-polymer lattices, 3–2 structures with in
grated faceplates, and 3–1 structures with integrated
plate and ring elements. Their dielectric and piezoelec
behavior was characterized over a broad compositional ra
~PZT: polymer ratio! and the results compared to predictio
made using an isostrain, unit-cell model. The model p
dicted that the applied stress is largely supported by P
pillars that lie parallel to the poling axis. The stress was
effectively transferred to these PZT pillars for the 3–3 l
tices, because of nonuniform deflections on the expo
PZT-polymer surfaces. The addition of rigid PZT facepla
improved the stress transfer in the 3–2 and 3–1 archi
tures, resulting in a higher piezoelectric response for th
thin composite structures. Our directed assembly route of
a promising approach for fabricating designer PZT-polym
composites needed for advanced hydrophone and ultras
sensors.
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